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Hamilton, DiBiaso Win Election
By WILLIAM TRAVERS

Brian Hamilton won recent Student
Government elections, defeating the both
Fred Palmieri and Annette Heybruck. The
final count was Hamilton 265 votes, fol
lowed by Palmieri with 227 and Annette
Heybruck with 96.
The vice-president breakdown was as fol
lows: John DiBiaso won with 261 vote fol
lowed by Tony Giugliano with 173, John
Kelly with 132 and Mike Patrick with 17.
Hamilton and DiBiaso will both be work
ing for greater student involvement within
the campus community . They plan to ex
pand student activities to meet the needs
of a greater majority of the students. This
will hopefully create a more unified cam
pus, and a greater college experience for all.

By CYNDIE SMITH

If you think the United States Senate
takes a long recess, you'd be surprised to
know that the University Senate at SHU has
been out of session for five months.
' "The last meeting held was on November
17th," said Deborah DeCorso, secretary of
the Senate. "There has been no agenda so
the meetings have been cancelled."
A steering committee proposes agenda
items they feel should be discussed. If there
are no proposals then meetings are
cancelled.
Lacking in enthusiasm, the Senate has
not convened once this semester. There

Prior to the voting, the three presidential
candidates and four vice-presidental can
didates met in the cafeteria April 16 to de
bate the issues. Three hundred students
gathered to hear their views and support
their candidates. Four questions were asked
of each candidate for president. They were
given one and one half minutes to respond
to each question.
The first question was, BEING STUDENT
GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT IS MORE
THAN MEETS THE EYE. WHAT DO YOU
FEEL YOUR RESPONSIBILHIES WILL IN
CLUDE, AND HOW DO YOU PLAN TO
ACHIEVE THEM?
Hamilton was quick to state that student
involvement is the most important concern.
He added that the students could start on
improving that situation when each of them

could become more involved by voting for
the SG Officers for next year. Only 17 per
cent of the student body voted in last year's
elections, and certainly an improvement is
needed.
Brian felt clubs need equal representation,
as some clubs get more say than others.
"We should give all clubs a chance to have
an equal voice in government,'' he added.
Heybruck, who finished third, said it
"means more than just going to meetings,
sitting in the cafeteria, and meeting with the
president." She stated that she would be
an advocate for the students, willing to
listen to new ideas, and willing to use new
ideas. She said she would be a liaison be
tween the faculty and the students.

seems to be a lot of issues that are being
overlooked. "Students complain to me how
I can make such terrible policies,'' concedes
SHU Registrar Douglas Bohn, a member of
the Senate committee. "I don't make
policies, I only follow through with them.''
There are a lot more amendments in
policy or even student life that could be sug
gested to the Senate. If the legislative com
mittee is to work effectively it must work
in the first place.
Representation on the Senate committee
includes six administrators, 12 students,
and 20 faculty. Each member is elected to
the Senate.
Lack of issues still remains the biggest

challenge for the Senate. "Students don't
seem to understand the authority and
power they have with the Senate," said
Bohn. "There are a lot more issues students
could propose."
The Senate is a legislative committee
which considers changes in policy,
academic restrictions, student life, athletics
and faculty affairs. Student Government
now operates in a similar manner.
However, "Student Government had no
authority when the Senate first began,"
said Bohn. "This now takes away from the
Senate."
The Senate requires proposals to go
through a legislative process. "This takes

Graduation Ceremonies
By MARY BETH GOGOL

Graduation will be held on Saturday May
19 at 10:30 a.m. The graduation services will
take place outside in the Quad if weather
permits. If weather does not permit gradu
ation will be held in the gym.
Register Douglas Bohn, says, "There are
around 600 students who will have' com
pleted requirements in August 1983, De
cember 1983, and May 1984. About 125
students will have completed requirements
in August 1984.'' Mr. Bohn anticipates that
450 graduation will attend the ceremony.
This year, says Dr. Anthony Pinciaro, aca
demic vice president and provost, we have
the pleasure of having co-valedictorians and
a salutorian." The co-valedictorians are
Adrienne Lise Couture, who majored in ac
counting, and Helen P. Oster who majored
in Business Administration. The salutori
an this year is Helen K. Bumham. There will
be about 100 students who will be graduat
ing with honors this year.
The commencement speaker for this
years ceremony is the Chairrman of the
Board of Trustees and Founder of this in
stitution: the most Rev. Walter W. Curtis.
The honorary degree recipients for the com
mencement will be the following people:
Norman I. Schafler whois president of Condec Corporation, Robert E. Ix who is the

president of Cadbury Schwepps, Mrs.
Dorothy Bush, the mother of Vice President
Bush, and Honorable Shelby Cullon Davis
who was a former ambassador to Switzer
land and is presently an investment banker.
There was a 35.00 graduation fee which
the seniors have already paid. Students
should pick up their caps and gowns in
N103 on Award's Night between 10:00 a.m.
to just prior the Awards Night ceremony.
Caps and gowns will be returned on gradu
ation day after 2:00 p.m. in N103. Gradu
ating seniors are to report in line by 9:30
a.m. The order of march will be posted in
the main corridor. There will be no practice
or rehearsal before graduation; just follow
the person in front of you. Tickets and an
nouncements for the ceremony will be avail
able the week of May 1,1984.
Each graduating senior will be allowed
five tickets; two of which can be used for
both indoors and outdoors. Three of the
tickets can be used for outdoors. If the
weather does not permit, graduation will
be held in the gym. The gym can seat 1600
people which will include the graduating
seniors, family, faculty and staff. There will
be closed circuit t.v. that will be set up in
the auditorium to tape the indoor ceremo
ny. Outdoor tickets will be honored for
those who wish to watch the ceremony in
the auditorium.

Continued on page 3

BRIAN HAMILTON
To head S.G.

students' interest away," Bohn said. "The
process is slow and that also turns people
away."
Previous achievements by the Senate in
clude the activity fee for both full time and
continuing education students, and condi
tions for promotions and tenure. "At the
last meeting the continuing education ac
tivity fee was approved," said DeCorso.
Another proposal which is still in the
planning process is a change in the cur
riculum . "This is in the planning but it's not
yet ready to be brought to the Senate floor,"
said DeCorso.
Continued on page 3
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EDITORIALS

On Anonymity
In past issues of the Spectrum, anonymous letters have been published con
cerning student government activities and were signed only “The United Stu
dent Coalition." Because the group seemed to have valid statements and
concerned opinion, I tried to track down members to write a story and more ful
ly explain the group's purpose. Rumors circulated identifying the USC as the
debate team, so I called their President Bill Wonneburger for comment. He hung
up on me. One debate team member suggested to me that the USC was a "mytho
logical creation'' by Wonneburger "simply to pique interest'' in the current stu
dent government elections. Wonneburger emphatically denies this.
My concern is not with the "who?" of the USC as much as with the How?
Writing anonymous letters is not only immature, it shows lack of conviction.
It is also insulting to an audience to demand their attention without identifying
oneself.
,
.,
,,_
Unfortunately, this desire to hide behind anonymity is sadly common on the
SHU campus. As I approached various student leaders, faculty and even ad
ministrators about writing a guest editorial for this final issue, time and ag^n
I heard the query, "Do I have to sign my name?" Of course you must! Why
shouldn't you want to?
I've given the (probably) defunct USC as an example, but others have in the
past brandished fancy swords while wearing Lone Ranger masks. As the editor
of this media student produced issue, it has been my policy not to print unsigned
editorials or letters. I hope in the future this will become a Spectrum policy as well.
DEBORAH ANGELL

McPadden Predicts
Changes for Spectrum
By DEBORAH ANGELL
Expansion is the word concerning the
future of The Spectrum. Next year's editor
Marty McPadden has his eye on increases
in pages, use of graphics, advertising,
number of issues produced and even
physical expansion of the Spectrum offices
up on the hUl.
McPadden, a 22-year-old business man
agement major, seems confident and en
thusiastic about his new position. "Most of
my experience comes from photography,
layout and the mechanics" of newspaper
production, he said, but points out he has
a firm foundation to build upon.
McPadden has been an amateur pho
tographer since he received a camera as a
gift in the second grade. He works part time
as a photographer at the Robert Taylor
studios in Shelton. This past year he has
been associate editor and photography
editor of the Spectrum.
McPadden is quick to point out the many
changes that have already taken place this
past year when The Obelisk was transform
ed into The Spectrum.
"We had a meeting over the summer,
with Melody (Vetro) and the other editors.
We started cutting things and moving
things around until it became a good mix
ture of copy and visuals," he said. "This
year we had a heck of a time cutting
material. It was incredible! We had enough
material for five years' worth of papers. As
we got more and more professional and
people saw that we were serious, we got
more staff, too. Now our goal is to see how
far we can take it, how professional we can
make the paper."
The Spectrum staff next year will include
three paid writing interns. Also, McPadden
expects a larger advertisng department
since negotiations are under way for sales
people to receive a percentage profit in
space sold.
Because of these increases, McPadden
feels the Spectrum could fill up "Definite
ly 12 pages, if not more" worth of space.
McPadden would like to see the Spectrum
office have its own darkroom. "I can't
believe a college newspaper doesn't have
its own darkroom," he complained.
(Photography is) half the paper! It's a
ridiculous situation and that will be a main
fight of mine next year." There is a
darkroom on campus in the Art Depart
ment, but often time is busy. "I heard that
it's always busy down there, and when we
need a print, we simply need it. We don't

Marty McPadden Spectrum's New Editor

have time to sign it out. We shouldn't have
to wait."
McPadden says the "biggest barrier" to
expansion is funding. Student Government
already gives the Spectrum $10,000 a year
for expenses, of which $700 an issue is us
ed for printing costs, he explains, "We
would need $20,000 a year for a weekly, but
hopefully some of that can come from
advertising."
Even if the new Spectrum had more ads,
McPadden insists that "priority #1 is the
students, because they're paying for it direct
ly out of thei r student activities fee." The paper
will be a blend of both advocacy for student
concerns and reporting of student events. "I
feel the paper represents the school almost like
a mirror. It would be hard to top Melody
(Vetro's) contributions, but I'll be trying!"
Behind the easy going smile and preppie
ch inos, McPadden comes off as a conservative
young man with a hidden desire to achieve.
Of his personal future, he ponders, "Tve
always been into photography, media, that sort
of thing, but I've been afraid to go gung-ho
because of the competitiveness. My wish is to
land a job in that area even though my major
is business management, nice and secure. I'm
getting a lot of experience with photography,
so we'll see what happens."
In the meantime, McPadden will have quite
a task in store for next year's expansions of the
Spectrum. Heexplains, "I'll do the editorials,
but it probably will be more managing than
anything else." Ishe wary of the time commit
ment involved in being the new editor? "No,
not really. I consider it a full time job. It'll be
my main focus next year."

Melady Urges Better
College Preparation
By THOMAS PATRICK MELADY

A major concern on campuses across the
country is the level of preparation of the in
coming freshmen, and whether they will be
able to survive the rigors of university
study. In the past, the response to this
dilemma was placement in university rem
edial programs in math, English, and gen
eral study skills, but now the pendulum is
swinging back and educators are calling for
the end of remedial studies in the uni
versity.
Remedial programs on the university lev
el are facing hard times because the college
curriculum lacks space for remedial work.
With expanding core programs, and in
creases in required,courses for pre-professional training, little room is left for
experimentation or with the selection of
elective course. Increasingly, colleges and
universities are looking to the high schools
for relief. Furthermore, there is increased
acceptance of the opinion that remedial
courses in the university lowers the climate
of standards.
Put simply, educators contend that if the
high schools taught the basics as they are
charged to do, then college remedial pro
grams would be a thing of the past. Speak
ing frankly, I believe the university must
return to an emphasis on university studies,
and not making up for work that should
have been done in high school.
As I see it, from the vantage point of serv
ing as a university president, the high
schools need to re-establish learning as a
priority, emphasize homework and study
habits, and make some much needed cur
riculum changes. While I am primarily
thinking of those secondary school students
who are preparing for higher education
studies, solid study habits should be

Dr. Melady:
A Concerned Plea
to the notion of out-of-class assignments.
And one good thing about homework, it
does not, in most cases, cost money!—just
a commitment to the four-letter word
work. I am not speaking of busy work, but
rather meaningful learning tasks complet
ed outside school that require serious in
tellectual effort on the part of students.
Written assignments should be required in
most courses, and the teacher should be ex
pected to give a critical analysis of these assignments.
Besides administrators who set the tone
for learning, and teachers who demand
learning in and out of the classroom, par
ents need to take a more active role in the
entire educational process . Rather than as-

in every instance for the real world.
Foremost on the list of "must do's", is the
need to foster a real commitment to learn
ing. This calls for a change in the tone and
atmosphere of the high school experience,
and I think administrators must shoulder
much of this responsibility. Self-discipline
is certainly crucial, and students must be
made to feel they are participants in an ex
perience that places a premium on the
mastery of academic subjects. Again, this
applies, in my opinion, to all students.
First things first. Students must learn
English—which means they must be taught
to think logically, speak cleary, and write
effectively. And this cannot be accom
plished in one year, or even in English
courses spread over a period of four years.
Students must be responsible for the qual
ity of their oral and written English in each
of the subjects they study during their high
school careers. In other words, mastery of
the language must be made the primary
concern of everyone on the teaching staff.
Next, I believe there is no substitute for
a solid theoretical preparation. The ideal
curriculum places a strong emphasis on
math, chemistry, and physics. Further
more, students must be urged to study for
eign language in the high schools. The
four-year secondary school curriculum is an
ideal plan to start the serious study of the
arts, sciences and humanities.
Also, what the student does outside the
classroom is critically important. Certainly
during the last decade, homework fell upon
hard times; it was viewed as an onerous
task, best relegated to in-school study
halls—if assigned at all. Nobody relished
homework, and the teachers lost credibili
ty when handing it out. This must change.
High school administrators must make sure
that teachers do more than pay lip service

Editor-in-Chief
Staff:

well, parents must take the time to meet the
teachers, check daily homework, and cre
ate an atmosphere in the home conducive
to learning. Above all else, parents need to
remember their positions as role models. If
they do not actively read and write, they are
providing silent messages to their children
that no amount of classroom education will
dispel.
I am convinced that entrance to college
in a few short years will not be simply a mat
ter of plunking down the tuition money and
signing on the dotted line. Universities are
under too much pressure from the business
community and the professions to produce
quality graduates—which means entrance
requirements will be raised, remedial pro
grams at the university level will be cur
tailed, and more emphasis will be placed on
pre-professional training.
With projected decreases in the high
school student population and with the con
solidation of the school system already tak
ing place, now is the time to decide what
to do with those teachers facing the
prospects of staff retrenchnient. By keep
ing these teachers in the classrooms, we will
ensure even lower student-teacher ratios,
and help meet the current demands for
higher academic standards.
In the wake of all the reports on the sorry
state of secondary education in America, we
all need to work at creating an atmosphere
where students can enjoy the learning
process again. We desperately need to re
establish a love for learning, and a real thirst
for knowledge. This surely, is one of the
most worthwhile challenges we face in the
80s.
The mood in the country is right for this
kind of recommitment to learning in our
secondary schools preparing our young
people for university studies.

Deborah Angell

News Editor

Alison Palmer

Ron Fortunato
Cynthia Smith
George Zint

Marybeth Gogol
Anna Marie Spero

Emily Mossey
William C. Travers

The Spectrum is abi-weekly publication, funded by Student Government. The Editorial Board assumes the
responsibility of the content and production ofThe Spectrum, however, the opinion and views contained herein
do not necessarily reflect those of the faculty, staff, or administration of Sacred Heart University. Please send
typed letters, comments and information to the Spectrum Office in the Campus Center. Telephone 371-7963.
(Note: Letters may be edited for reasons of space or clarity.)
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Campus Briefs
By ANNA MASSE SPERO
A reception
faculty members who recently received promotions was conducted
April 30 in the Coattnunify Room Campus Center,

Hiose facnhy members who received promotions were: Pr, Donald Cdoniey„
from Associate Professor to Full Professor of Media Studies; Dr, John jalbert, from
AssistantProfessorto Associate Professor of Philosophy; Dr. David Dauplaise, from i
Adjunct Assistant Professor to Associate Professor of Philosophy, Rev. Williams
Fletcher, from Adjunct Associate Professor to Adjunct Full Professor of Sociology;

and Dr, Vernon Wystrach, from Associate Professor to Adjunct Full Professor of
Chemistry,

The Department of Sociology,, Soda! Work, and Criminal Justice will sponsor
a conference entitled, "Transportation System; Policies, PnAiems, and Priorities"
on Thursday, May24fh, in the Leonard A. Schirte Auditmiam, located on the low
er level of the iibrary, it will address die transportation issues effecting people in
Southwestern Connecticut*
Opening remarks will be given by conference chairperson, Christine M. Niedermeier, who is also State Legislator, and Co-chair of the Transportation Committee,
Scheduled panelists w31 include;
Rebecca Breed, former Ist Selectman of Greenwich.
Richard Carpenter, Southwestern Regional Planning Agency and Governors Rail,
and Advisory Task Force,
Annemarie Riemer, Director of Community Relations, CBlA and co-author of
the CBIA transportation study*
J, Wiiham Burns, Commissioner of Transportation for the State of Connecticut.
They will also field questions from the audience.
This event will be hosted by the Center for Policy Issues and is free and open
to the public through reservations, ft will be followed by a reception on the upper
level of the library.
A library collection was dedicated in honor of Marian Day, followed by an aca
demic convocation at Sacred Heart University on May 1.
A substanfial grant toward establishing a Marian Coilectton was made earlier this
year by Anne Seggerman of Fairfield, wife of SHU trustee Harry G.A, Seggerman*
The library collection consists of a wide selection of irooks concerning the Virgin
Mary,
For the dedication, a portnin of the book collection, enclosed m a glass case, was
On display. Also, a signed print of the painting "Out Lady of Guadalupe”, donat
ed by Mrs, Seggerman, was exhibited.
During the academic convocation the degree of Doctor of Laws, honorlscausa,
was conferred upon SisterJuira McNamara, president ofAlbertus Magnus College
in New Haven,

Hamilton, DiBiaso
SG Election Victors
Continued from page 1

Fred Palmieri saw the position of Student
Government President as the only true
representative from the entire student
body. He stated that there are those who
say that the Student Government has been
inefficient for the last two semesters. "That
is not necessarily true. It's just not function
ing properly. It's not only the Student
Government's fault, it's the fault of the Ad
ministration as well. I would work in a
closer relationship with the faculty and the
students, if elected."
WHY SHOULD YOU BE ELECTED AS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESIDENT?
WHAT LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE DO
YOU POSSESS THAT WILL AID YOU IN
THIS POSITION?
"I'm running for Student Government
President because of my skills to help the
students,'' Heybruck said, I am not running
for myself. I won't get anywhere if I win.
I'm working for better communications.
Sacred Heart has a lot of needs, and I'm will
ing to fulfill those needs."
Palmieri felt that the president should be
committed to the students. He says that the
student body should know what the Stu
dent Government is doing all the time. He
suggested monthly press conferences in the
cafeteria to give the students an opportu
nity to know what is going on and offer so
lutions to problems.
"In terms of expeience", he added, "I
have been president of my fraternity. I have
been president of my class. I've been on the

University Senate
Continued from page 1

Security Office Revised,
Facilities Are Upgraded
By CYNDIE SMITH
Where would you go if you had an emer
gency or you lost something at SHU? The.
answer, of course, is the security office. It
operates as an information center, lost and
found, and a dispatch with local emergen
cy officials.
Many are not familiar with the added
services the security office offers. Besides
maintaining parking rules and regulations,
security has expanded to include the above
services.
Since July 1, the security office has oper
ated an information center, designed to aid
people with problems and give out infor
mation.
"With the information area and expan
sion of our facilities, security has increased
its benefits," said D. Ross Potter, Univer
sity director of security and public safety.
' 'The amount of people coming to us for in
formation has increased, and a lot of peo
ple have commended us on the
expansion."
The security office now has the largest
staff ever. Currently there are 18 officers on
duty to patrol the university and some are
traine^ in emergency techniques.
Security also has contact with ambulance,
fire and police officials. "We had an emer
gency the other night and we had an am
bulance here in 12 minutes," Potter said.
Though security has expanded and cer
tainly increased its worth and benefit to
members of the University, it still regulates
parking. Having freshmen park in the
North Lot has alleviated some of the
problem. However, there has been a re
quest made to Tony Centopanti, superin
tendent of buildings and grounds, to
enlarge the South parking lot.
"In order to function properly I need 500
more parking spaces,' concedes Potter.
"But I can't just go out there and say, give
me 500 more spaces right here. That's up

to maintenance. All I can do is request the
spaces."
Currently there are about 1,500 spaces
available for students parking.
The consideration of color coding of park
ing lots has been ruled out due to lack of
space. "Color coding the lots would be
ideal," said Potter. "But I don't have
enough space. If the lots were colored and
someone didn't show up to fill them, I could
end up with 50 empty spaces."
New parking rules and regulations in
stituted this academic year appear to be
working. However, they have not been in
effect long and this is also the known time
of year attendance drops at the university,
according to Potter.
Tickets are being given out for parking
violations, and a reminder to those who
think they can get away without paying
their tickets. "They may go through the
graduation ceremony, but they don't get
their degree or transcripts until they pay the
cashier their parking fee,'' said Potter. "It's
been university policy for a long time."
Along with the possible parking space ad
dition, security is revamping the Park
Avenue Exit ramp. Parking spaces may be
omitted on the right side to accommodate
the change. The change includes putting
right and left hand turn lanes in. "There
have been 19 accidents on that ramp recent
ly, '' said Potter.' 'The change will hopefully
alleviate that problem."

Student Government this year, and I've
been on the Finance Committee."
Hamilton said I won't blame the Adminis
tration for its faults. I realize that I have to
work with the Administration, but I am an
official of the student body, noi someone
who will go hand-in-hand with the Ad
ministration all the time. I would stand up
for what the students believe in". He felt
innovation is important here, and you need
to look at who you're dealing with.
WHAT ISSUES DO YOU FEEL ARE
MOST PRESSING TO THE STUDENTS?
IF ELECTED, HOW WILL YOU ADDRESS
THEM?
Palmieri referred to his previous remarks
on student involvement as the most press
ing issue. He mentioned the monthly press
conferences once more as a means of keep
ing the students informed.
The need for a Student Center is immedi
ate, and as Student Government President,
he said would fight to see that one was real
ized. He also had the thought that a student
representative to the Board of Trustees is
necessary.
"The students are not getting their
money's worth from the Activity Fee" ac
cording to Heybruck. "I'm not going to
make any promises, I'm just going to work
and be the best of what I am to fulfill the
needs of the students", she stated.
Hamilton said the major issue was the
commuting student. "We're all commuting
and we almost all have jobs along with our
family obligations. We need to be accom
modated. That's our major concern."

The core curriculum change being con
sidered has been in the planning stage for
two years. The change considers requiring
students to take a course in history,
literature, and an equivalent of math 1. "The
proposals take longer to approve and the
Senate is not used enough," concedes
Bohn.
Senate meetings have been cancelled
because of no issues to discuss, but not
everyone knows the Senate is available to
them. "Communications is a definite pro
blem on campus," comments Bohn.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

"Students are not aware of the authority
available to them to recommend changes in
policy."
Get involved,- if you want something
changed or at least considered for change,
inquire about the Senate, Bohn urges. In
formation concerning Senate members and
meeting times is available on the notice
board outside the office of Continuing Ed,
located in the North wing of the academic
building.
The track record for the Senate has not
been good so far, but maybe next fall the
Senate will get a chance to reconvene.

ly Phil frank

College Students
$8 - Starting Pay
No experience necessary
Immediate openings in all areas
Car needed
Can lead to management
Corporate Scholarships Available
Gain resume experience
Call 877-9274
3:00 - 7:00 for interview
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Congratulations
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Freshman orientation day, fall 83

Cheering section at regionals March 84

Magdi Ali
Elizabeth R. Bounty
Barbara A. Fischer
Raffaela Marie Girardo
Martha Gonzalez
Josephine Elizabeth Haidar
Sonja A. Hildrew
Laura Ann Kelly
Gilberto L. Martinez
Eileen P. Mossa
Patricia Murray
Kristine Caroline Olson
June M. Rioss
Debra L. Saoatino
Jeffrey Todd Stafford
Barbara Ellen Stromberg
Brian C. Williams
Donna Marie Bacchiocchi
Edward Francis Barrett III
Wflliam B. Bennett
Lori Ann Centner
Valerie Ellen Dorn
Charles Dudas Jr.
Margarita Estock
John E. Hamburger
Mary H. Henry
Robert W. Hills II
Susan L. lacovacci
William Joseph Keane
ci ,<
Diana J. Martinez
Jessica A. Martino
Regine S. Nealon
' Lisa A. Ramos
,
Gary J. Reynolds
Ronald A. Ringenback
Mary Ann Rusnak
Rita S. Skrutsky
|ii'
Claudia T. Tanner
Jf
Barbara Ann White
®
Margaret Baluch
George Thomas Bepko K
Mary Louise Brannigan < i
Lisa Ann Brezoskys
Ruth E. CrisI
•Joyce M. Cullen g
Cheryl Jean DetOo (f
Rosemarie C. Epkin «
"
Corinne Gay Feticorfjo
Nathalie C. Fredette
Mady J. Friedthan |
Tracey Lee Geist
Cathleen M. Malm0ck
David W. Harkness
Barbara Ann Hazay
Brenda Celeste Kennedy
Carol Ann Keogh
, . y. .
Daria Joy KBhnavy
Keith Alan Lewis
Eugene Edward Loffredp
M. Celine Lynam
Margaret M, McEachern
. :
Marjorie M. Medley
Donald G. Michaud
Joyce Maglipia Mymm ,
DonnaJ.Okuta
Sherry J. Patehenh
Amelia Maryf’irrelfo
Ge'raldine P. Soltisiak
Patricia Visellisj
David RichardiMold^raue||||»«sss^...
Karl' Witalis
Kathy Rose Yatof

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Marlene Lopez
Frank John Billowitz
John F. DeCorso
Jennifer Ann Eannotti
Diane Gait Fuhrmann
Stella Marie Harris
Thomas F. Holeva
Natalie Konesky
Debra Jane Matera
Laura Di Petrucelli
Rebeca Ramos

t;

•

'i|s
' ',

BANKING
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Mary Zinsmeister
John G. Lindgren
Judy M. Tucker

PARA LEGAL STUDIES
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Mike Kelly

Salvatore DeFilippo
Kathryn J. Dillon Diane M. White •
Elizabeth L. Camerino
Sharon E. Fox.
Lonnie Fravel
.
Jane Rochford
•
Joanne A. Romaniello
Regina C..Springer
Maria Benigno
Tegan Blackburn
’
Edward Lee BrambJett
Julianna T. Chesnick
Dolores Silva Conway
Karin N. Douglas
Forence R. Duzmati
Laurel J. Fedor
Kathryn Marie Gallick
Christopher Thomas Godialis
Jacqueline Yolande Izzo
Diane M. Kohler
Andrea Mary Koncevich
Anna Maria Lombardi
Janice B. Naum
Margaret E. Nelson

'

-

Susan Jane O’Donnell
Helen P. Oster
Alison Louise Palmer
Monica B. Ray
Maureen Sara
Katherine H. Siegfried
Christine J. Snedden
Margaret Ann Tranzillo
Catherine M. Urban
Laura Joan Vasarhelyi-Szabo
Annette M. Zinser

SECRETARIAL STUDIES
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
Ruth Aylward
Eileen Broadbent
Melissa Jean DeCola
AnneMarie Forte
Monica Reeve Gtfbertie
Joanne F. GoiTKjfa
Jacqueline Ann Petroo^li
Mary P. Stangel
Saba S. Tesfaye
Barbara Almira
Florence Beatrice Barrows
Hose Attn Masulli Clark
Malertb AO PellaVecchio
Janine Marie Discko
Ruth Ann HaugBs.
Diane L. Parkes
Rita Marie Raglione
Nilda I. Ramirez
Jodi Ann Amato
Diane Jean Bardos
Margaret B. Barnes
Carol J. Birron
Eva Rosalind ,BeO
Angelina Bonaydip
’Tracy Elizabeth SradtShuljir
LiO R- Bruno
Adrienne Lee Carter
LynCla Theresa Checca
; JatiiCeTlose Daddana < ®
BJuneLMarie Daddana
Natalia Dias
Deborah Anne Dizenzo
Robin Leigh Dorsid
Jacqueline Faulteer -!8
Maria R. Ferreira ’ ®
Kathleen Mope Finn
Dori Ann Francucci
Ellen Ann Fritz "““a ||‘
Diana Gentile
Lisa Glammatteo
Caterina M. Giglioai
Elizabeth Ann Gregory
Laura Ann Greytak
Lisa Michele Gulli
Suzanrie Renee Hanish
Susan E. Heiney
Jaclyn M. Hricus
Margaret B. Janik
Catherine Ann Jayne
Eileen Ma Kachur
Dianne Frances Klamka
Karen Lee Lugo
Kathy Marie Lynch
Dina Marissa Martino
®Per»is6 Stephanie Matto
Bizabeth Ann McHale
ftlary Eileen McPadden
a Mary Ann Miller
Nancy Ann Mooney
Luz Celenia Negron
Assunta Onofrio
Henrietta Owen
Brenda S, Pinciaro
Denise M. Reilly
Annette Margaret Rodia
Jaime Alice Rouviere®
AnOla Marie Sajda sB
0ina Marie Santoro ®® ®iB
Theresa Louise Sciarretta
Sheri Lynn Sesto
Darla Denise Sodoski
Dale A. Sorensen ■
Sawn Marie Sorensen
Karen Szymansky
Maria Traggianese
Donna Marie Tubleston
Paul M. Tuozzpli
Madeline Marie Turziano •
Antonietta Valente
^®
Marina Velez
Kimberly Ellen Vereen
Linda Beth Wilkes
Marlene M. Wittrner
Spyridoula Yannios'

ART
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Margaret Pasacreta
Karen Lorrainne Lindell
Stacy Lee London
Mary Lou Ramos
Jacqueline Flaster Weisburger

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Robert E. Bray III
Melinda Ann Catandella
Susan L. Czajkowski
Maureen June Schwab

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Thomas W. Moore
Michael Richard Kiley
Jessie I. Pillow
Deborah Ann Havick
Steven Wydra

ENGLISH
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sylvia Scudder
Kathleen M. Joyce
Roshanak Nairn!
Nava Zeevi
Eileen K. Zurich
Robert S. Fallon
George E. Szabo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kic DqnaldaiiSlw»®’*’8«
^’MaryaFinsMadO’"^^
Barbara Jean Rempfw ,
Melody J. Vetro
Robert E. Wiltox

,^3
’■
J

HISTORY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Charles J. Arancia

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ILauraHanim
lOdbinsMarie LendiTiilBilH"*’'LilOidean Schwairtir’’’*”'''
AlftsbbiAnn Matura .,,.®sjjg^^
Leslie SekelskyBi’gB’wBBr

MEDIA STUDIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sct^t N. Burton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
lldan Jozepaitis
BLaurieTiynn McNeil
Richard Paul Fohrenbach
(John Craig MoDaPiel
Michael Andrewi§yiiift
Timothy Creagh
James L. O’Neil
Elizabeth D. R^der
Debora SemO!MChBBB®B(BB?®f(®®®
Cynthia Joan Smith

PHILOSOPHY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stephen Charles Morris

POLITICAL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
John M. Gulash III

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Sedat Yelkenci ALSO HISTORY
Langdon A. Cook 111
Victory R.Coudert fit
T
Carol B. Turetsky
Victor R. Biancardi, Jr. ALSO HISTORY
John Christopher Byrne
Robert C. Pinciaro ALSO HISTORY
Raymond J. Shu

PSYCHOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Helen Burnham
Carol Ann Klik
Peter M ar io Oljyeri®
s®®® 8s*®»® ®b(
Terrence JohniSiStW'’(iilBlpllllfl
Barbara Ann Cairone
Arlene Rose Carlsdn^^’®«
Janet Chandler
j
Michael T. Duffy
w
James C. Seuch
Gus MichaeljBentivegna
Gail E. Brickei
• Sharon M. Dawid
Adeline Quinn DeMarraiSs(|(®
Kathleen Evers
Jean M. Falcioni
Deborah Ann Fisk
Bradley H. Haber ® .
Diane Curio Kelley
Pamela Lawry
Katrina Louise Stephanie Mihalek
Linda Marie Moleski
Theresa M. O’Neill
’’ Gina R. Palmiero
(Alvin T. Russell, Jr®
•®®Marian C. Ruzicka
®Bg-(((
(Ann Marie Sdtomayor '
- ®».®,
(Virginia Claire Stump. ■ • '

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Roland J. Biter
Anne Juliano Gonsalves'
Iris L. Dougherty
Barbara A. Fischer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Linda V. Demarkey

SOCIOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Patricia Ngozi Anekwe
John Anthony Etrio
Dorothy Woodson
James William Clair
Dawn Lynn Reilly

SPANISH
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sandra Silva Carvalho
Ada Esther Cubero
Silvia M. Muniz
Melinda Ann Stygles

SOCIAL WORK
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Karen K. Martin
Lori Ann Rich
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BIOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Wehdy"Hfld'Tbbtei^B/B^^^^^^
iPhiltp Joseph Hadden
Michael Stanton Htllis
""
■Catherine Topolski
•
WhIBTuba
J. DS^Is Winters
'

,

Bi

CHEMISTRY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
David/iahey
Blllli
Gregory LeFebvre
Paul Jude Vaccare

COMPUTER SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jorge E. Pezo Silva^iBBsisBlIlB'
Gfarence O. Bastarache
Marc Stevenson DesRuisseaux
Debfa Jan et H^higtlBBsE,,
Owen David Hughes
Aghes Ci Keegan
Thdmas J. Kbpec^'
E:8«san:,.!-esh ... ..
RidjfardiJb^rt ,Li n ley...
Maria Ann fMfSSs.
Margaret Mary MorrisBBE c
Joan M. Muriana
Shilpa Shabi
Paul M. Stankiewicz
Richard L. Taylor, Jr,BjBtE,E
Francis Frederick Turechek III
Raymond Vensel

V-

MATHEMATICS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
William Martin DsKane <
NitZte. Salomphi:
Ohbrne H. Cmith::-:^,,
•

NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Diane Wilkinson Foley
Kathryn Frame Mu nrO E <
:'StiZanhe PBejkd'
:
/Christine Dudek Bdeh/ >
Martha Carrete Dean-' ”•'
LauraAnn HdRO^”^ 'W
Ghartotte Dewib/iSwren/be
■ EtaWeM./*Lutka&t:t<Bjti^^
Joan Marte/GlzinskiB/BIf:!/
;8et h Anne/'Fprte r /BBi/ii
iMaiy//MBfcsb:t:::/:/://iBH^^
Judith Ann StepneF^^
Bernipe J. Tpmsheck I

Jeffrey Valente
Robert Valentin
Vincent E. Van Oss
Giovanna Vozzolo
Larry T. Wasilewski
Barbara Ann White
Marian Elizabeth Williams
Stephen J. Zazuri, Jr.
Patricia A. Zelle

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Ellen J. Attenberg
Linda A. Brown
Joanne M. Harrod
James Gerard Hock
Jane Ann J. Morrell

Richard Clifford Andrews
Judith Ann Beckford
Robert J. Bielen
Kathy L. Bogdanowicz
Estrolita D. Britt
Karen Cecilia Burkhart
KathleenAnn Carr
John J. Castelot
Michael A. Cerulo Jr.
Susan Colacchio
Miriam Teresa Collazo
sii., Kathryn J. Dillon
Kathleen L. Doland
ArtbbTj- DuBois
™|Jpsep^^^^
Fitzgerald
Robert A. Gaffney
Jon'MrtsiSy
Mtchael D. Gasper
James Gilbert Gentile ■;
Lynn GiuiiSrtji/s!,,.
, • Brian G. Good
(||BS^illiam''Gfebrt||ss,,
Craig Peter Green
Kerry Ann Halloran
Jeffrey J. lana^zo
Guy Anthprt|/(idice
Steve Kts^se/i
JanicgllP Kirpas
AndrOMtchelle Krivi
DeBBS Manzi
silliyn Elizabeth Martinek
Sfiiri/Thomas McQuadejjo
Kathleen Ann Meszaros
Neil WiHfam Morrissey
1|l SdOttj M'/Oirtay 'BBj,
«|B PatridB Anh New
KeWirtThqmas O'SulWrt/IIld Spanish
sjbhn/pacifeo
'BBBiBB’
*» /Jadpue I i ne/ASiPe r nave^BBsB
Nrtdmi A. Petei^
BB, Ph iI ip J. ReidBlB,
'''■sB/Gteve. RWfuddiiBB
Biten ry'Rubio .
Ahrt. S. R utaB|BBBBBij
irfOH*''
Migjel SedteBCdh'titeras BIBB"
lrenb=Sbuteyhora
/if
B||
:/IBlBJulieSarhds
|||
,sBII
BBlIYeronica C. Staplefield
BBlBAlfred Sterm
Anthony J, Tadduni
James V^d Zimmefrtj^iB
Marc LouiSIZuO /H' Bllll
Mllh M. Alix B(B|B
//MirtiG. Blrtoii
• Margaret AB/iily
'Bl
Lisbeth C. Bdyle

Daniel D. Connell
Karen Teresij<briii|l|F 1
John F. DeIrhSstro, Jr.
Denise M. Detuke
Patrice Zamsty Elias
Beth Ann Elrtfore
Jprtn Dennis Ewaskewich
lOljjrtm E. Faber
’ibrthifer Milarrell
Robert Joseph Gallucci
Brian James Hare
ACCOUNTING
Eileen l^rtaine Hecht
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Helen MlJancik
||(Hf John LlJohnston
/EyBett Art/hur /Rei ntz/ / /t'
EllenflMahoney Kappef
Dayii^ Allen .Keith
LpJ^nn Kelly
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
k^ibhael Edward Kindel W
Diane M. Fico
,„;^sa Buck Krajcik ,
Joan M. Henderson'
.^^karen Ann Kuna
Leslie F. Lusniak
jllr Richard Labbadia
Linda A. Coolis
Jon HaydostBh
Laurie A. Mones
Paula AnnyMargaret Hogart'i
LarryCgrtis Parkinson
Kevin Jpbh Hogan
Renaeilenore Rummo
ThorrrfH. Hrus^
Ralph Reece Waterburyi;BS?"'
Thpirtas MsiiOOISi
Linda P. Angotto .
TbdmasiOiabkdikBls.
Linda Auger c s
.JiEtephert'Joseph l^®|l •
Thomas S-Wdfenti
,,siSisS*' Dptbthy Kazmirsky IBis'
James Jon Bazata
LdhilKeller
Robert E. BtkJzinski
.ssBiP
Carol Ann Kernicky
Thomas Christopher Chapar
Allison Mary Knick
J. Alan Clapes,
■ Cathy kSOfflF"
Michael C Coon
Paul John kj|^na
Adrienne Lise Cduture
,
'
Kevin Williairt LdMoult
Nicholas Curci
. , D. Scott Lotufo
Sally Farkas
Sharon Lee Macautey
Peter Thomas Figliola
Bleary Ellen Mahoney
Janet ForbeSTiorella ■
sRichard M Maley
Michele M. Gilt
Holly-Lynn A Markus
Lucy Barker Gould
Nadia Anne Mazzola
Elaine M. Hofmiller
Barbara L. McCarthy
Sheila A. lodice
Mcllrath
Lisa Jean Kerekes
^f"'Susi^!Marie Mrkdsky
George T, Kulangara '
v
jjRatrtCia Barter Miller
Laurie A. Liquigii
,BB(®‘SamueiBldhn Mizzoni
Francis G. Luperella, Jr.
Lind^y M. Morison
Rd|5ert Kenheth Madar
,
’
‘Ciaig Mark Najjoum
Douglas James ManoniiiiiW*^*'"
,,*>■
Vera Nassra
Norma L.
Mark M. Nizolek
Sandra' Lynn Montlick,,;.,®
Barbara Octavio
Santa M. .Muro: eeC
■ •
Helen P. Oster
Patsy J, NdtSrhicola
Keith M. Pacific
Jod.ee A.. Picataggio
Elizabeth A. Phelan
Diane T. PolchieS
Diana M.,Picciallp ,.
John Provost
MaryAnn Quesnell Piccolo
Robin K. Ramos
Raymond L. Provancher
Marie T. Rodrigues
Robin Dawn Racz
Alberto C. Rua
Diane J. Rippel
Susan Sczyrek
James B. Robertson
Paul J. Seperack
Gregory Romanovsky
Robert J. Urban
Christine Ann Sepe
Philip D. Wood, Jr.
Robert G. Shea
Robert Joseph Zyskowski
LauraLynne Shearer
Matthew Louis'Siwy
Je'ffrey
P. Smith
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mark J. Sobieraj
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jan Murray Steinfield
Eileen Ayala
Vincent James Sturchio
Marixza Diaz
Raymond Szwec, Jr.
Doreatha O. Brueggemann
Mark Christopher Tragianese

ECONOMICS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Eileen May Greenberg
Gregory Mark Jerolman
Patrick Joseph McDonald also Bus. Adm.

FINANCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Charles O. Nkwo
Janice A. Cappiello
Baboucarr Jammaneh Boun Gaye Bus. Ad.
Kathryn Taillon also Bus. Adm.
Donna M. Delmore also Bus. Adm.
Leonardo Miglietti Brun

Springfest 84

MASTERS DEGREE
EDUCATION
5MASTER OF ARTS IN
TEACHING

5,

Vlvten A Janz
Olga Nikolic Leblanc
Joseph Daniel DePasqua
Ahpe TB/Rurley
Dai|d HArtry Krahel
Diarthe .PBMinardo
John i|,: Nifan
Dougtea K. ijakes
George l, Pitey, Jr.
Wayne Sbkal BBi

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
MASTER OF ARTS
Rev./IbhdarlBin
■
Jeanrtp/iGirarlin 'Bl
BalBfa'LuciaB Bl
carta Pond
APPLIED OPERATIONS RESEARCH

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Mary Margaret SbpafA|rubbs

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
MASTER OF BUS. ADM. '
Sharon Ann Ambrpgio

DuncansWaJe. Cooper
Robert John Dempsey
Robert Vincent DiVita
Joseph Albert Hreschak Jr.
John J. HuntZ, Jr
Elizabeth Hobbard Koeckert
Dodd Newton KoeckertLoretta J. LeOuc
John Davis Maw
Joel Lee McEachen
Robert J Neubauer
Patricia K Prince
, Gerald F. Riordan
Craig W, Rydin
RaymondsEugene ScSsrader
Eileen Schuman
Michael Cunningham Sommer
Andrew M. Svateka:
Diane Szabo Toth
Paul Joseph Trompetter
Joseph John Trovarelli, Jr.
Michael Charles Weiner
Leland Prederick Wilhelm
Ed ward Vi noent Banas
Manuel A Bernardo
James Rudd Gotten
Randall Godfrey Brown
Marilyn C Brown
iRtchard William Christiana
Bradtey Cutler
Kevin A Dolan
Patrick Charles Eisenman
Richard Stephen Eleck
John F Hartnett III
Yerna L. Higgins-Lawson
Thomas Eugene Howard
Susan Kiely
Elizabeth Anne Kiley
Juan B. Olivieri
Theodoulos T. Papadopoulos
E. David Piotti
Jeffrey J. Rousseau
R. Gregory Altier
Carol A. Becker
Mary Biehn Best
Leo A. Canzoneri
Arthur J. Christiani
John Peter Colasso, Jr.
Roy Nicholas Costanzo
Virginia Mary Croffy
Marcial Delgado, Jr.
Donna A. Delieto
Nina Slovan Dvornek
Kathleen M. Engstrom
John H. Finnegan, Jr,
Cheryf Fisk
Patricia Denise Follis
William Vincent Gardner
David James Graham
Alfred E. Gratix, Sr.
David C. Grigsby
Rajindar P. Kaushik
Donald Joseph Kohler
Bridget A' Neary
Joseph G. Pifko
Deborah Dinneen Ruffin
Donna C. Schultz
Carol Wheaton Slajda
Robert J. Slossar
Mark R. Trinkley
Lopis P. Zuffa

Manny Fogilio, John Patterson, Missy Crothers, Media Graduates

iSRS
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Media Club Ready for Take 2
By ANNA MARIE SPERO
This year. Sacred Heart has added a rela
tively new “outlet” for students interest
ed in video production. It is the SHU Media
Club, but it is not only for media majors.
Musicians, writers, carpenters, seamstress
es, and the like are also encouraged to join
the club.
"There is no credit and no grade in
volved. The students are learning to learn;
they're getting hands-on experience," said
Leonas Volskis, assistant professor of Me
dia Studies and studio supervisor.
"In other schools I've been in, I learned
half of what I learned outside the formal
classroom, and somewhere along the line,
there were 'video clubs'.'' That is the main
purpose of the media club: it allows the stu
dent to open themselves up to new possi
bilities of learning by experience, not having
the information "hammered" into them.
The media club was formed in the fall of
'83 and was then comprised mainly of
seniors. This semester, the club has been
averaging about 12 student members at
their 5 p.m. meetings on Thursdays.
"I think the time is the reason for the low

tage of more advanced equipment. Volskis
also believes that the Electronic Journalism
class, a class concerning itself with news
documentation and editing skills, is a "key"
to the media club because it provides the
much needed experience and editing skills
which are invaluable to those producing
"People who want to help don't know how
video senior project assignments. After tak
to use the equipment, so it's hard to try to
ing Video I and II and the Electronic Jour
teach them and get it done."
nalism class, a student can use the media
club as a practice ground to perfect the skills
This sentiment is also echoed by Volskis : he has acquired before being thrust into the
who states that, "...the more interested
senior project.
people have not taken the foundation
Enthusiasm for the media club is increas
courses and the ones who have are work
ing, and soon a "passing on of knowledge"
ing on their senior projects. There's not
from the upper classmen to the underclass
much middle ground. There are not many
men might be possible. In this way, they
students who have taken video and are just
would reinforce their own knowledge on
seeking a way to develop it."
the subject and teach someone else what
This year is the first year that senior
they know.
projects are required for media majors. This,
Volskis's objective is a simple one. "What
combined with the acquisition of new video I try to do is expand the traditional ways of
portable units and the media club itself learning.. .what people pick up is my own
might have caused a flood of "new things"
enthusiasm for doing what I'm doing, and
all at once.
my heart's really in it.. .1 like to 'excite' peo
Over the past two years, the "video ex ple to a point where they become self
plosion" has gradually begun to "hit"
motivating to have knowledge for the sake
Sacred Heart's media department. There is of having knowledge, not just for the credit.
now an opportunity for those students in I'm also hoping that someday we'll have a
terested in video production to take advan Video III course."

Arts & Entertainment
attendance," Volskis said. "The way the
schedule is now, most of the people in
Video I are also in the Hitchcock class film
history and that ends at 5:00 on Thursdays.
The students are usually tired by then and
don't want to go to a video meeting. I think
next semester the problem will be alleviat
ed and Thursdays the studio will be left
open for editing."
SHU Magazine is the club's current en
deavor. Originally an Electronic Journalism
final project assignment, it has been adopt
ed by the club and Tim Creagh as a steady
feature.

"I asked Don Coonley (Professor of Me
dia Studies and head of the Media Studies
Department) if I could use SHU Magazine
as a senior project," declares Creagh. He
was required to direct and produce three
"episodes" of the show. In order to
produce the series, he enlisted the aid of the
media club, of which he is also a member.

Presidential Gold Key Media Screening Party
Opens Doors For You Closes Term May 11
By ALISON L. PALMER
Class is over, the cafeteria is empty, and
the pub is playing the same old videos. For
many SHU students it's time to go home,
and for most involved in extracurricular
activities it's time to gather into usual cli
ques. According to Ann Fravel, director of
Special Events, members of the Presiden
tial Gold Key do not fit either of these
stereotypes.
The 45 students who comprise the Gold
Key host receptions and convocations for
faculty, students, and distinguished guests
at the university. They also host and attend
public relations-type luncheons for area
businessmen.
In addition to planning the events,
students prepare and serve food, arrange
decor, mingle with guests, and are respon
sible for the overall smoothness of events,
said Fravel.

Because many of SHU's students are
local, they tend to socialize with the same
friends they had in high school. Though
"there is nothing wrong with keeping those
friends," says Fravel, "Gold Key is a way
of making new ones that don't necessarily
socialize beyond involvement in the club.
Fravel added that that Gold Key Members

are from a mixture of backgrounds and have
a variety of interests.
At the same time, members of the Gold
Key have, " a comraderie with each other,"
added John Croffy, dean of students and
Gold Key adviser.
.
In addition to meeting other students.
Gold Key members are exposd to ad
ministration and faculty members and
"many other people from all walks," says
Fravel. "And you never know, someone
you meet an an event might be in a posi
tion to offer a job down the road," she
added.
Carolyn Keegan, a sophomore and Gold
Key member, was originally from Peabody
MS and found "people in Gold Key get
involved—eventually. I was basically shy at
first, now I can approach and talk to peo
ple with no problem.
Mary Ellen Mahoney, student assistant
for special events, says "Gold Key members
learn poise, and how to communicate more
effectively with friends, administrators, and
corporate level people."
According to Fravel, communication is
just one of many "social graces" a member
can learn. " If they learn nothing else,'' she
added, "they'll learn great organizational
skills because every event must be extreme
ly well planned to be a success."

By ANNA MARIE SPERO

The Media Department will present a
media screening party, "The Bigger
One," on Friday, May 11 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Media Studies Round Room Studio
located in the Administration building.
The screening party is a bi-annual
event which is presented at the close of
each semester. It is designed to show the
progress of the media production class
es for each semeseter.
According to Leonas Volskis, assistant
professor and studio supervisor of the
Media Studies Department, the event
also serves to "...capture/convey the
spirit and enthusiasm behind the project
as well as the project itself...it's not to
impress, just show the learning ex
periences behind the assignments." For
the past two years, the event has been
coordinated by Volskis and the work
study students.

At present, the agenda for the even
ing is still "in production", however,
projects from the Video I and II classes.
Film Production II class. Media 102 class.

the Media Club, and possibly some
senior project contributions will be
presented.

Volskis declares, "We'll show some
'added attractions', and some 'tried and
true' favorites, like 'Friendly Persua
sion' .'' And for you wrestling fans, look
forward to a Video II project which was
written, directed, and produced by
Maureen Carrigg with Trish Turscany
featuring "Championship Wrestling
from New England."
Last May's screening party, "The Big
One", drew a crowd of approximately
ICK) people. A "bigger" crowd is expect
ed this May since, contrary to last year,
the event will be held at the end of exam
week as opposed to the week before ex
ams. "We don't know where we're go
ing to put everyone, but we'll do our best
to accommodate all as comfortably as
possible," says Volskis.
Admission is free and is open to faculty
members from all departments, mem
bers of the administration, students,
guests, and family members. Refresh
ments will be served.

SHU Alumni Art Auction A Splash
By ANNA MARIE SPERO
Sacred Heart University's Alumni
Association presented their second annual
Art Auction and Patron's Party Preview on
April 28 in the school's gymnasium. The
auction was a benefit to raise money for the
University Annual Fund.
Items varied in price from $30 to a $900
limited edition signed painting by Salvitor
Dahli. European-American Art from New
York supplied the artwork.
While last year's auction drew a crowd of
approximately 100 art officianados, many
new faces were seen this year along with
recurring people from last year. According
to Director of Alumni Relations, Carol Way,
"I think we grossed more than we did last
year." Last year, $5,000 worth of art was
sold and a profit of $l,000was added to the
Annual Fund.
"It is a very social event; last year the Pa
tron's Party was very successful," said

Way. "All of the artwork is categorized (the
catalogues are complimentary) and the buy
ers can preview all works and jot down in
advance the items they are interested in."
Though this was the Alumni's latest fun
draising event, this group is major catalyst
for organizing fundraising events to benefit
the school. "The money goes toward
scholarships. Student Government, the
Spectrum, the on-campus activities," stat
ed Way.
'"Alumni' is not just a name any longer;
you are given the opportunity to meet the
people.. ."says Way. The association was
formed in 1973, six years after the first
graduating class. They currently have about
5,400 alumni members and that figure is
rapidly increasing.
The association recently sponsored a
magic show on February 25th which add
ed $900 to the fund. Corporations such as
The Post Publishing Co., Avco Lycoming

Division, The Southern Connecticut Gas
Co., Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United
Technologies, The Lafayette Bank and
Trust, TheBerol Corp., and The SHU Con
tinuing Education Council were seven of
the seventy-six firms contacted to respond
with purchases of blocks of complimentary
tickets to donate to various youth
organizations.
Approximately 200 inner-city children
from various organizations such as the
Bridgeport YMCA, Hall Neighborhood
House in Bridgeport, Sterling House in
Stratford, the Big-Brother/Big-Sister group.
He is an accomplished "close-up"
prestidigitator and is featured weekends at
the Silvermine Tavern in Norwalk where he
has been performing close-up magic for four
years. "Mr. Magic and Company" perform
shows specially tailored to their audiences
and they have been successfully presented
throughout New England for the past ten
years.

The event was the first magic show for
SHU and, according to Carol Way, might
be the start of more events for children.
"Adults came up to me and asked when we
were going to hold more children's pro
grams." The campus is centrally located
and is in an area that people feel is safe.
The Alumni Association has recently
begun booking vacations to Europe and
"hot spots", such as Aruba, Antigua, Bar
bados, Florida/Disney World, Jamaica,
Nassau, Sanjuan, and St. Maartenthrough
Value Vacations Incorporated travel agen
cy, in Winsted, Connecticut.

"Value Vacations pays us (Alumni
Association) a commission; like travel
agents,'' declares the Director of Alumni
Relations. This new concept in fundraising
will hopefully encourage students, alum
ni, faculty, and friends to "treat"
themselves to a vacations and help the
university at the same time.
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Senior Week Kick Off on May 13
By EMILY MOSSEY
As tradition goes, graduation day is a day
of celebration between graduates, friends
and family. Keeping in tradition Sacred
Heart offers a full week of celebration be
tween friends, family and the Sacred Heart
community called Senior Week. This week
consists of six days off special events—
eating, drinking and being merry.
The week starts on Sunday, May 13th
with a special event, the Senior and
Mothers Day Mass celebrated by Father
Knurek. The mass is open to all graduates,
their parents and the Sacred Heart Commu
nity. Mass begins at 3; 30 p. m. outside in the
Quad with reception following. Reserva
tions are required.
The next event Monday, May 14th will be
a night of eating, drinking and being mer
ry featuring the "Club Extravaganza". This

will consist of open bar, hor d'oeuvres and
dancing with a live DJ. Unlike previous
years this event is being held off campus at
Daniels Night Club in Hamden, CT from
8:00 p.m. until 1:00 A.M. This extravagan
za will be open to all Sacred Heart students
20 years or older. I.D. will be required.
Dress will be casual, but neatness will be re
quested. Tickets for admission are $3 for
seniors and $5 for all others and must be
purchased in advance. For more informa
tion contact Vinny Sturchio and Gi Vezzola or the activities office.

Thursday May 15th should be a cruising
night with the senior cocktail cruise on the
M/V Liberty Bell. This event sets sail at 8;00
P.M. (boarding begins at 7:30) from Long
Wharf Dock in West Haven. This is only
open to seniors and one guest. Admission
is $3.00 for seniors and $5.00 for others. The

cruise includes mixed drinks (ID required),
dancing, hot and cold buffet. Tickets will
be sold on a first come, first serve basis.
Seating will be limited to 200. For more in
formation contact Student Activities.
As the week proceeds, Wednesday, May
16th the University awards night is being
held. This event will begin at 7:30 P.M. in
the gym, where the University will honor
and award those seniors who have excelled
in academics and leadership. Awards night
is open to all seniors and their families and
the Sacred Heart community. Table reser
vations are required at least 3 days in ad
vance with the committee chairperson,
Tracy Giest, Carol Kernicky, or Paul
Seperock.
The traditional senior banquet on Thurs
day, May 17th will again be held at the Long
Shore Inn in Westport. This will be open to

the whole university. Again this should be
an eveing of eating, drinking and being
merry. The music will be provided by Love
Lace. There will be an open bar, hot and cold
buffet, hor d'oeuvres and dinner. Tickets
will be sold for $15 for seniors and $19 for
all others. Formal attire is required. A pho
tographer will be on hand for those who
wish to have pictures taken. For more in
formation contact Jeff Smith, Steve Zazuri.
On Friday May 18th at Jennings beach in
Fairfield the senior picnic will be held. All
are invited. There will be free food and beer
for all seniors. If there are any question
please contact the activities office.
The last and final activity of senior week
is of course graduation. All seniors are ex
pected at school not latter than 9:00 a.m.
Graduation will begin promtply at 10:30,
with reception to follow.

Financial
Aid Awards
Announced
The Scholarship Committee met April 16
to determine the awards of scholarship
funds for application in the fall, 1984
semester. A total of 35 scholarship applica
tions were received with approximately
$32,000 available for distribution.
This Sandra NobUi Memorial Scholarship
was awarded to Therese Gautier in the
amount of $800.
Individual awards were raised from $500
to $600, because of the increased tuition and
other expenses that will be encountered
next semester.
Recipients of sch.olarshij3s-iaJ^j^iMM^
medical technology and related medical
studies, who benefitted from the Daniel T.
Banks, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Fund,
are: Lisa Argues, Laurie Cullen, Susan
Ferency, Renee Fewell, Craig Martin,
Patricia Scinto and Dorothy Zaczkowski.
The following nine students each
received $600 from the Pinciaro Scholar
ships first inaugurated last fall: Kathleen
Daly, Pasqualina Pisanelli (Art); Helena
Croon, Eleanor Joslyn, Patrick McGuigan,
Patricia Palaia, Susan Scalici, Mary Stanco
and Karen Weinstein (Business).
Jacqueline Phelan (Computer Science)
received her scholarship from the combined
funds of the Mechanics & Farmers Savings
Bank, James Joy and Bullard Company
scholarships. The remaining five students
were awarded scholarships from the
Leonard Schine, Bullard Company and Pin
ciaro scholarships. They are; William Wonnenberger (History), Anne Morris
(Mathematics), Deborah Kiefer, Emanuel
Foglio and Kenneth Janiszeski (Media
Studies).

Women’s Center Seeks Space
By CYNDIE SMITH

Women are finally catching up. For years
men have been in the limelight for
achievements in work, writing and educa
tion. The University Center for Women at
Sacred Heart University now offers females
that same opportunity.
The Women's Center on campus at
tempts to show women what is available to
them and to give recognition to those with
outstanding achievements. The center pro
motes educational goals for women to show
they are equally qualified as men.
The current problem facing the Women's
Center is space. "Our first concern is fin
ding a location for the Center," said Joyce

Mahar, a member of the Women's Center.
"We have requested it to administration,
but there seems to be a shortage of space."
The center organizers feel many in the
SHU community still are not aware the
center exists. "If we had a space where they
could come it would make a tremendous
difference," saidMahar. "Weneedaplace
they can come to and pick up forms or get
information."
Currently the center meets every other
Saturday in the lounge of the Psychology
Department.
A majority of women who attend the
center are those continuing their education
because the center allows them the oppor
tunity to discuss common problems.
It focuses on women's issues concerning

education and equality in the work force.
The center allows women to have the
chance to learn more about themselves as
well as other women. "It's like a support
group,"said Mahar.
"The Women's Center is sponsored and
funded by the Continuing Education,"
Mahar said. Lisa Bronowicz and Mahar are
two center membes currently running for
appointment on the Continuing Ed Coun
cil. They feel the center should have
representation on that council since it is a
sponsor of the center.
Center organizers hope in the future to
provide women with loan and grant infor
mation available to them. The organizers
also hope to someday give loans to outstan
ding women continuing their education.

Nursing Students Offer Healthy Doses of Info
By DEBBIE ANGELL

Students from Monica Hildner's Nursing
351 class presented a very informative
health fair on April 18 in the Center Lounge.
Festive booths decorated with crepe paper
and balloons were heavily laden with free
brochures, medical displays and reel film
strips on related topics.
The booths dealt with topics such as drug
and alcohol abuse, the dangers of smoking,
heart diseases and self examinations of the
breast and tests for cancer.
"The students in this class are all nurs
ing professionals who are pursuing the
bachelor of science degree,'' said Mrs. Hildner. "One of their projects is to sponsor a
health fair with topics that would be of in
terest to Sacred Heart students."
Many of the facts presented at the fair
were staggering in their proportion. Mary
Rush, a friendly, outspoken nurse in her
late 20s explained her display. A large white

cardboard sign asked' 'What do these items
have in common? a 12 oz. beer, a 5 oz. wine
sample, and a 15 oz. liquor drink (80%
proof)." All three produce a state of intoxi
cation in the consumer.
"Whether you get smashed, take a pill or
eat two cakes, you're still not dealing with
a reality, "Ms. Rush said." People sit at
home with a martini in their left hand and
see no link to their kids' beer parties."
Judy Stepnek, another nursing student
sat near a display relating informatioii about
smoking and emphysema. Posters on the
walls behind her showed old and choking
persons with the caption "Smoking is
Glamourous." She said, "Peoplecan deny
that smoking is hurting their lungs, but I can
prove otherwise."
Just then a pretty black woman wearing
white spike heels and a red jacket came in
and listened to some of the continually run
ning filmstrip. She asked the nurse what a
piece of medical equipment on the table was

for. Judy explained, "It measures the
elasticity of your lungs. Would you care to
try it?" The woman answered in the affir
mative. As the woman breathed hard into
a plastic cylinder, Judy continued, "Once
you stop smoking, you stop the negative
buildup in your lungs, but you can never
regain the elasticity you have lost."
The next booth was staffed by Elaine Lutka, who promptly handed out questionaires
about heart diseases. She earnestly spoke
of the importance of exercise and good eat
ing habits to prevent such diseases, and
regular checkups to detect any irregulari
ties . "98% of all people who have heart dis
eases die in car accidents, strokes, suffer
burns or the like during siezures. Only 2%
recover and make it. That's why early de
tection is absolutely essential in these
cases."
The final booth was currently staffed by

Mrs. Hildner, though all the students in the
class took turns during the course of the

day. The focus was on "Breast and Testic
ular exams—How to Do It." Visitors sat and
watched two five minute taped programs.
They were able to ask questions during the
programs and to try the procedure for them
selves on a special manikcan under Mrs.
Hildner's guidance. A 3x5 foot poster of
rock singer Eddie Van Halen was taped over
the display. Explains Mrs. Hildner, "We
tried to get someone macho like Tom Selleck
to show guys especially the importance of
these exams, but all we could find was Ed
die at the time."
The fair was not as well attended as the
class had hoped. Judy Stepnek believed
"the reason I guess was lack of publicity.
People don't know where we are. I looked
today for our posters, but they were covered
up by student government election
posters."
Still, the fair was considered a positive ac
tion by the nursing students. There are
plans to repeat the activity next year.
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SPORTS

Pioneers
Record
18-9-1
By GEORGE ZINT

The SHU Pioneers played Sunday night
in Willimantic against Eastern Connecticut
State University and were defeated by a
wide margin of 9-1. The loss lowered the Pi
oneers record to 18-9-1 and improved
Eastern's record to 19-8.
SHU freshman lefty Bill Vizzo from
Greenwich allowed 8 runs to be driven in
by Eastern before Rich Mariani was brought
in to relieve him. Vizzo's record dropped
to 2-4.
SHU scored their only run in the second
inning as Charlie DiCarlo hit a single and
ran in to score on Bobby Brown's fly away.
Despite the loss, the Pioneers are having
a successful season.
As of April 30, power hitter Cliff Deutsch
led the SHU staff with a .414 average and
he is one of the best offensive players in
New England, according to coach Joseph
Rietano. Doug Vigliotti is in second place
with a .405 average and is proving himself
as a center fielder. Slugging in third posi
tion is Bobby Brown with a .393 average.
Brown has had a steady season, making
plays and hitting well all year, Rietano said.

Bobby Brown

(Photo by Marty McFadden)

Lady Pioneers Shine
Behind Tidy’s Arm
Sacred Heart University's Womens Softball Team continues to dominate Division 11
softball in the East, as they are rolling along with a 31-3 record.
The Big Red machine led by the phenomenal pitching of Freshman Debbie Tidy, (21
wins) are nationally rank third and will participate in their third consecutive NCAA divi
sion II national championship starting next week.
After an outstanding southern trip to Orlando Fla., where the Lady Pioneers finished
8-2, during which Tidy had three no hitters, Pete DiOrio's club have run of 23 victories
while losing only to division I University of Rhode Island, which SHU beat in the first
game 5-1.
The attack has been led by' 'Bippy'' Luckie who is hitting at a .387 clip with 11 doubles
2 triples and 2 homeruns, and Sue Brksa, .344, Donna Radakovits .340, and Tracey Gel
singer .321.
Also pitching very effectively has been Sophomore Nancy Staton who has won nine
games while losing two.
The catching chores have handled by Diane Zalewski, and lately she has begun to swing
a big bat also driving in some important runs.
A couple of Freshman, Pam London and Kim Schmidt have really come into their own
and have made outstanding contributions to the Lady Pioneers winning efforts.

DATE
Mar. 10
11
12
12
14
15
15
16
17
19
Apr. 3
3
6
6
7
7
8
8
11
11
14
14
17
17
19
19
20
20
21
21
26
26
28
28

OPPONENT
Temple Univ.
Deiance Col. (Ohio)
Univ, of Wisconsin (Park.)
Defiance Col. (Ohio)
lUPUI (Ind.)
Army
Univ, of Wisconsin (Park.)
lUPUI (Ind.)
Ohio State
Miami Univ. (Ohio)
Rhode Island Univ.
Rhode Island Univ.
Keene State
Keene State
Springfield College
Springfield College
New Hampshire Col.
New Hampshire Col.
Quinnipiac College
Quinnipiac College
Lowell Univ.
Lowell Univ.
So. Conn. State Univ.
So. Conn. State Univ.
Hartford Univ.
Hartford Univ.
Main Univ. (Orono)
Main Univ. (Orono)
Bridgeport Univ.
Bridgeport Univ.
American Int. College
American Int. College
Central Conn. State
Central Conn. State

.

SCORE
3-2 (9 Inn.)
8-0
7-0
3-0
1-0
7-0
W
7-0
3-2
5-0
5-1 (9 Inn.)
4-2
10-0
7-0 Forfeit
1-0
2-1
5-0
12-2
1-0
8-1
4-0
4-0
4-0
3-0
3-0
3-0
5-0
2-0
21-0
5-2
9-1
2-1
1-0 (8 Inn.)
3-0

W/L
W

w
w
w
w
w

L
L
W
W
L
W
W

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

(top left) Diane Zalewski, (bottom
left) Debbie Tidy, (above) Bippy
LuckiefP/iofos by Marty McFadden)

Part-time

MARKET RESEARCH
INTERVIEWS
All hours available. Good experience.
Telephone, door-to-door and Mall work available.
Positions available immediately as well
as for summer employment.
Please send letter or resume to:
Lori Fitzgerald
Northeast Field Facts, Inc.
5065 Main Street, Trumbull, CT 06611
No calls please: 1 will set up appointments.

